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toproduction can be estimated by assuming the
photoproduction cross section to be the sum of
two contributions, the first being the p-domi-
nance contribution, with the ratio of natural- to
unnatural-parity exchanges determined by the
model as
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and the second contribution being an ad hoc term
contributing only to 0&++ 0& . These assump-
tions give an upper limit to the fraction of pions
photoproduced via the p-dominance terms:

F =[1—A(w++n )]/(1-p, ,/p„).
Using the data shown in the figure, this upper
limit is (30+6) /o, (39+7)'%%uo, and (60+21) /o at
-~=0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 GeV', respectively. Thus,
the present data imply that the original success
of the p-dominance model in fitting the photopro-
duction differential cross section~ must be re-
garded as fortuitous and that the unknown second
term must have a t dependence similar to the p-
dominance term; furthermore, the value of yp
must be roughly 2 (or less) that used previously. ~o

We would like to thank the 4-GeV j& Collabora-
tion~ for the use of the combined data for this
analysis.
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The extension of Veneziano's form V(s, t) to the N-particle amplitude is given.

We give here a form V( )(s„s„'') which is
the extension to the N-particle amplitude of Ve-
neziano's form V'~'(s, i) for the four-particle am-
plitude. '»' [The arguments si are invariant
masses squared of various groups (so called
"channels" i) of the & particles. ] Like V"'(s, f),
the form V(&)(si) has an infinite number of poles
in each s~, corresponding to linear Regge trajec-
tories of resonances, and it has Regge asymptot-
ic behavior for large si, it has no cuts (hence
does not satisfy unitarity), and the Regge behav-

ior is linked with duality.
The choice of the set of the arguments +& of

V( )(si) is guided by duality. Suppose that V( )(si)
has a pole term -1/gi''(mi-o. 'i) where each mi is
an integer, ~i(si) is the leading trajectory in
channel i, and the product is over the N-3 inter-
nal lines of a particular N-particle tree diagram,
such as in the first column of Fig. 1. Then duali-
ty implies that V(A) also has pole terms corre-
sponding to other tree diagrams. A minimal set
consists of all tree diagrams which are derivable
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4. 3 is fulfilled by the integral representation

dx .

(o') = ' ' ' II p(x)].+ o. -
l

0 ~0 l X.
(2)

where the product is over all planar channels
i=nm, Eq. (1). [Like V'4', V( )(s;) depend on s,
only through o.'&(s&), so we write V( )(o.').] For,
if we first integrate over all variables except
xa, we have

2

/

(N)
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a x; o. ,1+ &a a a' 1'
X

a

FIG. 1. Tree diagrams and duality. where

Q Qa-1' a+ 1' (3)

from the original one by repeated replacement of
an internal line by one lying at right angles. E.g. ,
for N=4, it means the replacement of the dia-
gram in which particles (12)[=.(34)] resonate by
the one in which (23) resonate [see Fig. 1(a)];
similarly, for Ã= 5, it means the replacement of
(12)(45) by (23)(45) or by (12)(34), and the last by

(51)(34), etc. [see Fig. 1(b)]. These tree dia-
grams are just those which are planar, the ex-
ternal lines remaining fixed in order. [For defi-
niteness, we take them to be serial, 1, 2, , N,
counterclockwise. ]~

The channels i of the internal lines of the pla-
nar tree diagrams (for short, the "planar chan-
nels" ) are composed of consecutive particles,
eg. , (12), (123), (2345), etc; the corresponding
s; are s„=(p,+p, )', s„,=(p, +p, +p,)', etc. A

shorter notation for these is &2y ~By ~52 etc. ,
i.e., the channel index nm means the group of
particles m, m+1, ' ' ', n. A complete set of pla-
nar channels is then

i=nm, with N&n & m~ 1.

The number of planar channels is ,N(N 3); this——
exceeds the number of independent N-body sca-
lars, i.e., 3N-10, by 2(N-4)(N-5). Thus, ex-
cept for += 4 and += 5, the planar &nm are not
independent. This merely means that V(N)(s~~)
equals the physical amplitude only when the 2 (N
-4)(N-5) relations (due to the four-dimensionali-
ty of space) between the s„~are satisfied.

So, we require that V(N)(s;) have poles at o';
=n =nonnegative integer, where &;(s;) is the
leading trajectory in the planar channel i. This

r dx.
a (x )= " ~ II —

'
p(x),a a ].+ n.J, ieax.

l

and as +a-n,

(N)
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(~)— + finite,
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a
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where ra
„

is a coefficient of the expansion of
&a(xa) ar~ound xa = 0,

OQ na (x)=Jr x
a a . anag=p

i.e.,

f f ~
""i 1 Bp(x)

an I . ]+a
0 i&ax. ' nl ex

a x =0
a

. (5)

The dependence of the resiude ra „,Eq. (5),
7

on the o.'& (i«) must be appropriate for the angu-
lar dependence of an amplitude with angular mo-
mentum ~n, because &a was the leading trajecto-
ry. That is, &a n must be a polynomial of joint
degree n in those &i of channels l which "overlap"
the +a channel, where "overlapping" means that
the two channels contain some particles in com-
mon (but neither is completely contained in the
other. )' This "angular momentum condition" is
clearly satisfied in the case n = 0 if (and only if)
p(x) vanishes unless

x.= 1 when x =0,
l a

for any i and a which overlap. (6)
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a, 0 J0 &, 2~a x.
2

dx.
[p(x)1„

a

where

and

n=-I-n y, ,
q=m

will depend on &2 unless the variable X2 equals 1,
wherever [p(x))x ~0.

If n;(&&) is a linear function of s; (as in' V'4'),

then the constraint (6) is sufficient to satisfy the
"angular momentum condition" generally, at
least if x&- 1 smoothly as x; -0. [This can be
seen by expanding x; 1 & (for those i which

overlap a) in Eq. (5) around x;=1 and integrating
by parts. ] Thus we must have a constraint of the
form

The explicit form of the constraints (8) is

(8')

1-y =IIx
n

(8")

y -=y& =0, so that a =a =1. (12)

where the product is over channels a which over-
lap channel 2, and the dots represent terms of
higher degree in one or more of the xa. There
is one constraint of the form (7) for each x;, and

so unless something special happens, these equa-
tions will allow only discrete values of the x;;
the integral representation (2) will then be a sum
and have no poles in the O';. In fact, we know

that N-3 of the x; must remain freely variable
at least in the vicinity of x&=0, in order that
V(+)(&), Eq. (2), have the multipole poles corre-
sponding to tree diagrams.

Most remarkably, it turns out that the simplest
possible form of the constraint (7), namely

x.= I-II'x (product over channels a
a

which overlap i) (8)

together with the specific choice of channels (1),
leaves undetermined precisely N-3 of the x2. We
demonstrate this by exhibiting the x&, expressed
in terms of a set of N-3 independent x2, which
satisfy Eq. (8). We choose an independent x; the

x„1[nl are the channels of a "linear" tree dia-
gram (multiperipheral diagram) with particles
1, 2 and (&—1),& at the ends]. We abbreviate

with the limits

N —1~D~n+1

n~C&m+1

n-1-I3 - m

n-1 ~q ~ m.

(When any limit is self-contradictory, such as
m-1 ~ A, ~ 2 for m = 2, omit the corresponding
product. ) Substitution of (10) into the right-hand
side of (8') leads after cancellations to

a a n-1
n, n m-l, m-l.

a a qn, m n-l, m-l q=m

The left-hand side is readily seen to equal this.
Likewise the right-hand side of (8") is found to
be an n

The volume element of the (N-3)-dimensional
constrained subspace of the x& is

xnl ~n

The dependent x, are then

N —2 N-3
dV = II dy j II (1—y.y. )

2 2+1
q= 2 2=2

(13)

x =a a ja a
nm n-l, m n, m-1 n, m n-l, m-1'

1~ n & m ~ 2-, (10)

because this is invariant to various replacements
of the independent x;, in particular to the re-
placement of the x„1by xnan (fixed k).' Putting to-
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gether (2), (10), and (13), we nave

V (n)=
(N $~N 2—

rr

0 q
(~+ I)e

I3
(1 II y )~(B+1)(A+I)+~BA ~(0+1)A ~B(A +I)

N —2)B)A) 2 s=A s (14)

We thank M. Virasoro for much stimulation and
help. '

Note added in proof. —The conclusion of Ref. 5

is wrong. In fact, the 2(N-4)(N —5) relations be-
tween the planar &&~ means that certain combi-
nations of them are of lower degree in momen-
tum transfer than their apparent degree. The
"angular momentum condition" which is satisfied
by V(N) was based on the latter, i.e., a residue's
apparent degree in the &„~,and so is more re-
strictive than necessary. For example ~ @, used
as a model for a six-pion amplitude, has no + ex-
change, in say the 31 channel, because the resi-
due of this pole term contains the form &42&»

+52 +43 which appears quadratic, and hence was
excluded at a spin-one pole of ~' . This form is
in fact only asymptotically linear in momentum
transfer because of the one relation among the
nine &„~.However, it is easy to construct from
V'' ' an amplitude which does have exchange,
namely & p~p~ pl "p2pp3 & p ~pyp4 p5~p6~V( )

&&(n„m-I). Probably this is generally true,
namely that the most general Veneziano ampli-
tude can be constructed from the basic V(

which we have presented.
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~Q. Veneziano, Nuovo Cimento 57A, 190 (1968).
The extension of Veneziano's form to N = 5 has been

made by K. Bardakci and H. Ruegg, to be published,
and independently by M. Virasoro, to be published.

The basic formulas [Eqs. (2) and (8)] are straight for-
ward generalizations of their formulas.

3A Veneziano-type form could have pole terms corre-
sponding to further, nonplanar, tree diagrams; an ex-
ample was given by Virasoro for N=4 (M. Virasoro,
to be published). The V~') which we derive, with pole
terms corresponding to only planar tree diagrams, is
a basic "maximally exchange-degenerate" form, from
which the general amplitude can be constructed by tak-
ing linear combination of the form with permuted ex-
ternal lines, as in the N =4 case.

In a space of d dimensions, the number of indepen-
dent scalars of N particles equals the number of planar
channels for N~d+1; whenN exceeds this, there are
2(Ã—d)(N~ —1) relations between the s„~.These rela-
tions are due to the dimensionality of the space.

~This "angular momentum condition" is not satisfied
when the 2(N —4)(N -5) "physical" relations between the

are imposed, since these relations are not linear.
On the other hand, it was actually stated too strictly,
because angular momentum only governs the behavior
of the amplitude when the momenta of the particles in a
channel j are rigidly rotated rather than the amplitude's
dependence on the individual ga of channels a which
overlap i. These considerations cancel out.

There are other choices of the set of N-3 indepen-
dent x~ which are not equivalent to the sets x„~.(The
channels of these other choices correspond to the in-
ternal lines of a branching, rather than linear, tree
diagram. ) Of course, the volume elements will not be
of the form (13); also, in general, the dependentx~
will not be rational functions of these independent x~
(simplest example: for N=6, take x2&, x4»x65 as inde-
pendent. )

After this paper was written, we received a paper
by H.-M. Chan, to be published, which similarly extend-
ed the five-particle Veneziano form to N = 6 and 7, and
announced that the extension to arbitrary N had been
made.
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